The Longest Home Run

â€œThe longest home run in the history of baseball was hit by a girl.â€• So begins a baseball
misadventure in the village of Ste. Justine. This time, a strange girl named Adeline shows up
at the daisy field where Roch and his friends play baseball all summer. She proceeds to hit a
towering home runâ€¦right through the window of the crankiest man in town. Adeline has
other powers as well, which Roch and the boys discover at a magic show. But without the
baseball, the game cannot go on. When Adeline literally disappears, who do you think has to
get the ball back?
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Watch the longest home runs from some of MLB's top sluggers during the season About
Major League Baseball: Major League Baseball. -- Babe Ruth () Considering all the fables
around The Great Bambino - including calling his own shot in the World Series - it should
come as no surprise that Babe Ruth holds the MLB record for the longest home run at an
incredible feet from home plate. Hitting a baseball hundreds of feet is incredibly hard.
Accurately measuring those moonshots isn't much easier.
There are folk tales about Mickey Mantle hitting a home run feet. He would have had to hit the
ball miles per hour. The longest home run ever. 15 Nov - 2 min - Uploaded by
ThisDayInBaseball September 10, - Mickey Mantle unloads a cannon shot clearing the RF
roof in Detroit and. 28 Dec - 5 min - Uploaded by Whistle Who has the LONGEST HOME
RUN in MLB history? We count down the BEST of all-time.
10 Sep - 15 min - Uploaded by Andrew Boucher SUBSCRIBE!!! Help me reach subscribers. I
upload every Wednesday and Saturday. Watch the 7 longest home runs in MLB history by
Mark McGwire, Reggie Jackson , and more even though the true distance of some are still.
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